Perr Vermont
Aug 8/38

Dear Albert:

Two corrections are made on page 7:
the first, of spelling (myelin); the second,
of expression. A film shows "nothing" or
"something". In this case something was seen but
none of the bodies were visible.

The A.M.A. refused to fill your
order for refills without my authorization.
This was given to apply to any member up to 500
mit covers.

I can confirm what you say about the
Puris! With reference to some of his concepts
one should realize that he so closely
connected with the ancien regime —
and that he can do no other.

Please see that the rest (and<br>pursue my weight, if possible). When I<br>left he was still on part time sick<br>leave (cellulitis, etc). Please convey<br>my warm regards to him.

On rafter August 30, will you<br>kindly address me again at 151<br>Milbank Ave., Greenwich, Conn.<br>

With best wishes to you Sylvia<br>and with cordial regards,

As ever,

Pete